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 .0 - download or deleting the report viewer control from the toolbox and adding it again (or restarting visual studio). A: If you choose the path "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office14\Crystal Reports for.NET Framework 11.5\Deployment" in your win 8.1 64-bit system, you will find Crystal Reports Developer runtime with complete set of components, including VB6 Runtime. You can install it
under: C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office14\CRforWin8.1 Open your Visual Studio 2013 in Administrator mode and check if there are any Crystal Reports assembly missing for C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office14\Crystal Reports for.NET Framework 11.5\Deployment\VCRedist64.msi Thanks. Q: Are there equivalent terms to the terms "binomial theorem" and "trinomial theorem"?

The binomial theorem is $$(x+y)^n = \sum_{k=0}^n {n \choose k}x^ky^{n-k}$$ and the trinomial theorem is $$(x+y+z)^n = \sum_{k=0}^n {n \choose k}x^ky^{n-k}z^{n-k}.$$ What terms in an algebra of polynomials can be used to describe these? I don't want to use the standard names for these. Well, one name that is commonly used for the binomial theorem is the Taylor expansion of $x^n$.
More generally, a polynomial of degree $n$ is usually called a $n$-polynomial. Binomial and trinomial are the correct terminology (see, e.g., Wikipedia). I don't know what you mean by "the standard names", but "binomial theorem" is the standard name in mathematics. "Trinomial theorem" is the standard name in engineering. I don't know if you would consider this to be the standard name in

mathematics, but at least according to my experience with algebraic geometry and some algebraic geometry books, there's a standard name for it: I would say "binomial formula". Elba (novel) 82157476af
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